ABSTRACT

A MODELING OF MANAGEMENT AND SOLVING ELECTION CONFLICT

(A Descriptive Study of Reconciling Election Conflict in South Lampung District and Pringsewu District)

By
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This study aimed to describe in more detail depth-study about (1) the potential sources of conflict both before election term, on-going election, as well as the announcement of the election results, (2) finding several trigger-factors of electoral conflicts, especially on the local political elite and (3) management of election conflict to produce election dispute resolution.

The type of research used in this study is descriptive qualitative. This study is a process of analytical understanding based on methodology used to investigate a certain situation. Data collection technique primarily in this study used interviews and documentation way. Meanwhile, data processing techniques consist of three phases, as phase editing, categorization, and interpretation of data result. Data analysis techniques were more focused on the field observation along with the collecting, processing the data, and analyzing of post-field observation.

From the research, it could be concluded that all those systematically organizing elections should have enriched the stake-holder the knowledge and the experience that could lead both a systematically prevented conflict and a comprehensive management and conflict resolution. Moreover, it is to socialize to the public about that is the election conflict could not be avoided, but it was utilized to be a positive way.
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